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World Environment Day is

celebrated on the 5th of June every

year. On this day, various

awareness and action programs

were organized to support and

protect our environment. Students

of our class made compost at

home from kitchen waste and also

made posters and write ups to

emphasize on clean environment.



World Food Safety Day is

celebrated every year on

June 7 to mark the

importance of healthy and

hygienic food. This day is also

an opportunity to promote

awareness about how to

keep our food supply safe.

Prince



World Oceans Day is
celebrated on 8th July
every year to create
awareness about the
impact of human actions
on the oceans and to unite
the world’s population on a
project for the sustainable
management of the
world’s oceans.

Manvi



World Day Against Child Labour
is celebrated on 12th June
every year. The significance of
this day is to pay attention to
the problem of child labour
and to find ways to eradicate
it. The day is used to spread
awareness about the harmful
mental and physical issues
faced by children forced into
child labour, all over the world.



It was first organised by the World

Health Organisation in

collaboration with Red Cross on

June 14, 2005, to raise awareness

of the need for safe blood and

blood products, and to thank

blood donors for their voluntary,

life-saving gifts of blood. Students

of our class motivated people for

blood donation through

messages, posters and write ups.



The International Day of Yoga is
celebrated on June 21 which
aims to raise awareness
worldwide of the many benefits
of practicing yoga and impact
of yoga on the health of people.
The theme of International Day
of Yoga 2021 was “Yoga for
Well- Being”.



‘Aatmanirbhar Bharat’ is the phrase given by our

Prime Minister Mr. Narendra Modi which means

‘self-reliant India’, in relation to economic

development of the country. It is the policy to

make a self sufficient India as well as an initiative

towards making India an important part of the

global economy.

Students presented their research work in the

form of PPTs and also made posters showing the

technological advancements in India in the

fields of education, health care, software

industry, defence etc. Students also learnt that

every breakthrough innovation is based on a

technology driven orientation. It aimed at a

system that is driven by technology which can

fulfill the dreams of the 21st century, a system not

based on the policy of the past century.



Each month, the school takes up one

state of India and various learning
activities are conducted in all classes

to bring forth to our students the rich

heritage of our country. The state of

the month of June was Meghalaya.

Meghalaya is a state of north-eastern

India bordered by Bangladesh and

Indian state of Assam. It is also known

as ‘Abode of Clouds’. The capital of

Meghalaya is Shillong. Students
showed their artistic talent by making

PPTs, travel brochures and posters

depicting its culture, tradition, crafts,

food and tourist places.

#EKBHARATSHRESHTHABHARAT

Manvi

Priyansha



History focuses not only on facts and

information but on how the information was

found. History is a part of our life, knowing the

past we move towards the future. An integral

part of Social Sciences, is the study of Indus

civilization, also called Indus valley civilization

or Harappan civilization, the earliest known

urban culture of the Indian subcontinent. The

nuclear dates of the civilization appear to be

about 2500–1700 BCE though the southern

sites may have lasted later into the 2nd

millennium BCE we study about the story of

Harappan culture, inscriptions, social histories,

technology, script, jewellery, river, pottery,

religion etc.



GDP and Welfare

The capacity to purchase goods and services

depends on the income of a person and the

use of goods and services provides

satisfaction which in turn improves the level of

material well - being. As GDP is considered an

indicator of economic growth of a country,

the same can't be taken as an adequate

index of welfare of people of that country

because of major limitations such as non -

market transactions, distribution of GDP,

composition of GDP, externalities etc.

Negative externalities -

Oil Refinery creating 

pollution.

Positive externalities –

Saving commuting time 

due to construction of 

fly-overs. 

Non Market Transaction -

Mother cooking a food for 

family.

Distribution of GDP -

Rich becoming richer 

and Poor becoming 

poorer.



TOPIC: DATABASE QUERY 

USING SQL

Students learnt about:

 Functions used in SQL -

• Single row functions - String,

Numeric, Date and Time
Functions

• Aggregate functions - sum(),

min(), max(), avg() and

count().

 Operations on relations –

union, intersect, minus and

cartesian product.



In the lesson 'Deep Water' , the students

talked about their experience when they

had to face hurdles in life and how they

tried to overcome them.

Various subjects like Geometry, Physical

Education, Economics were incorporated

while learning the lesson. The students

learnt the quality of perseverance and

hard work to excel in life.

A group discussion was held on the topic

'Unless we fight with our hardships we

cannot expect success', where the

students participated enthusiastically and

gave their inputs.



Activity Date

Youth Skill Day 15.07.21

World Day of International Justice 17.07.21

Kargil Vijay Diwas 25.07.21

Writer of the month-Ruskin Bond

Scientist of the month-Dr Har Govind Khurana


